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There are 10 questions in this survey

Intro

[Intro]

Component and connector (C&C) models are used in many application domains
of software engineering.

 

C&C views can be used to specify structural properties of C&C models, e.g.,
which component should be inside which component, which component should
be connected to which component, in an expressive and intuitive way.

 

An introduction to C&C models and C&C views is given in this PDF.

 

All the tasks in the exercise are based on the same C&C model of a pump
station (download the PDF here).

 

Are you ready to start the exercise?

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, I am ready.

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/intro.pdf
http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf


C&C Views Verification

In this part we will ask you to check whether a given C&C model satisfies three C&C views.

[SAT1]

Does the C&C model of the pump station (same as before) satisfy this view?

 

 

 

 

Check either "Yes, ..." or check "No, ..." for ALL reasons for non-
satisfaction you find.

 

*

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf
http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/intro.pdf


Bitte wählen Sie zwischen 1 und 4 Antworten aus.

Please choose all that apply:

 Yes, the C&C model satisfies the view.

 No, there is a Hierarchy Mismatch

 No, there is a Missing Component

 No, there is a Interface Mismatch

 No, there is a Missing Connector



[SAT2]

Does the C&C model of the pump station (same as before) satisfy this view?

 

 

 

 

Check either "Yes, ..." or check "No, ..." for ALL reasons for non-
satisfaction you find.

 
*

Bitte wählen Sie zwischen 1 und 4 Antworten aus.

Please choose all that apply:

 Yes, the C&C model satisfies the view.

 No, there is a Hierarchy Mismatch

 No, there is a Missing Component

 No, there is a Interface Mismatch

 No, there is a Missing Connector

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf
http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/intro.pdf


[SAT3]

Does the C&C model of the pump station (same as before) satisfy this view?

 

 

 

 

Check either "Yes, ..." or check "No, ..." for ALL reasons for non-
satisfaction you find.

 
*

Bitte wählen Sie zwischen 1 und 4 Antworten aus.

Please choose all that apply:

 Yes, the C&C model satisfies the view.

 No, there is a Hierarchy Mismatch

 No, there is a Missing Component

 No, there is a Interface Mismatch

 No, there is a Missing Connector

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf
http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/intro.pdf


[Correctness]

Please rate your confidence that you correctly identified whether the C&C
views were satisfied by the C&C model. Rate your confidence regardless of the
reasons you identified.

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 I am 100% right

 I might have decided wrong on 1 of 3

 I might have decided wrong on 2 of 3

 I don't think I decided satisfaction right for any of the views

[Completeness]

Please rate your confidence in finding all reasons for non-satisfaction.

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 I always found all reasons

 I might have missed one

 I probably missed most of them



Helpful Witnesses

In this second part of the exercise you will see a view and witnesses that support the verification result. We will ask you
whether these are helpful to you.

[Witness1]

Consider the C&C model of the pump station (same as before) and the C&C
view below:

 

 

 

 

The C&C model does not satisfy this C&C view. Here are two witnesses that
demonstrate separate reasons for non-satisfaction:

 

 

First witness for non-satisfaction:

 

 

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf
http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/intro.pdf


 

 

Second witness for non-satisfaction:

 

 

 



 

Do you find these witnesses helpful in understanding the verification result
(non-satisfaction)?

 

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, the witnesses are very helpful

 Yes, they help me

 I don't know

 No, they are not helpful

 No, the witnesses are misleading

[Witness2]

Consider the C&C model of the pump station (same as before) and the C&C
view below:

 

 

 

The C&C model satisfies this C&C view. Here is a witnesses for satisfaction:

 

 

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf


 

 

Do you find this witnesses helpful in understanding the verification result
(satisfaction)?

 

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, the witnesses are very helpful

 Yes, they help me

 I don't know

 No, they are not helpful

 No, the witnesses are misleading

[Witness3]

Consider the C&C model of the pump station (same as before) and the C&C
view below:

 

 

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/cncmodel.pdf


 

 

The C&C model does not satisfy this C&C view. Here are four witnesses that
demonstrate separate reasons for non-satisfaction.

 

 

First witness for non-satisfaction:

 

 

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/cncviews/survey/intro.pdf


 

 

Second witness for non-satisfaction:

 

 

 

 

Third witness for non-satisfaction:

 

 



 

 

Fourth witness for non-satisfaction:

 

 

 

 



Do you find these witnesses helpful in understanding the verification result
(non-satisfaction)?

 

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, the witnesses are very helpful

 Yes, they help me

 I don't know

 No, they are not helpful

 No, the witnesses are misleading



Remarks

[Remarks]

Please note any comments you may have about C&C models, C&C views, and
C&C witnesses.

Please write your answer here:

 



Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.


